Identification of the incommensurate structure transition in biphenyl by Raman scattering
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**ABSTRACT**

Raman scattering measurements are performed on crystalline biphenyl at low temperatures. The properties of the vibrational modes focused on the intra- and intermolecular terms are analyzed in detail. Nearly all of the vibration modes exhibit hardening and simultaneously sharpen with decreasing temperature, whereas the modes at around 250 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1280 cm\(^{-1}\) soften their energies as temperature is decreased. Moreover, all the internal modes have anomalous reversals at around 45 K on the frequencies, widths, and intensities, and below 45 K, several new internal modes appear. Results of the analyses indicate that the reemergence of the interring tilt angle of the molecules at 45 K has a significant impact on the vibrational properties of biphenyl. Our work thus paves interesting and essential groundwork for the further study of biphenyl.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Poly(para-phenylene), as the versatile properties resulted from the delocalized \(\pi\)-electrons, have attracted increasingly intensive interest within the community. These kinds of materials play important roles in the natural explorations of organic materials, and they are already widely applied in real life because of their novel and excellent characteristics compared to inorganic compounds [1-4].

The oligomeric lower members of Poly(para-phenylene), which are now named \(p\)-oligophenyls, always exhibit insulating or semiconducting behaviors in their normal state. However, their conductivity can increase by several orders of magnitude with electron donors or acceptors doping [5-10]. Furthermore, superconducting phases have been discovered in the alkalis-metal doped \(p\)-oligophenyls [11-17]. It is worth mentioning that the discovery of the superconductivity in \(p\)-terphenyl with a transition temperature of 123 K [13] is comparable with most cuprate superconductors [18]. On the other hand, the drastic increase of conductivity also makes these materials potentials for thermolectric applications [19-21]. Poly(para-phenylene) materials are composed of phenyl rings connecting in the \(p\)-arap positions. This typical structure yields two contrary types of forces [22,23], one is the steric repulsion between the neighboring four H atoms, and the other is the conjugation resulting from the delocalized \(\pi\)-electrons. The competition between these two forces leads to strong thermal librations around the long molecular axis. However, the conformation of the individual molecules at ambient conditions is planar on average as investigated by previous X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments [24-27]. Interestingly, the shake angles of the neighboring rings exhibit stable values arising from the freeze of the molecular librations at low temperature, i.e., the molecules become non-planar [24-27]. The adjacent molecules along the \(a\) and \(b\) crystal axes are further confirmed to have the opposite twists. Thus, the lattice parameters along the \(a\) and \(b\) directions have double enlargements. Such a transition has been confirmed by specific heat and Raman scattering measurements [28-34]. The nature of this transition in biphenyl is different to other \(p\)-oligophenyls [35]. The former is “displacive”, whereas the latter is an “order-disorder” type. To make clear the dynamic processes in these materials, it is important to study their structural characteristics and related properties, especially the particular displacive type in biphenyl.

Biphenyl is the shortest oligophenyl with two phenyl rings connected by the single C–C bond. This material is always applied as a starting material for the production of polychlorinated biphenyls or an intermediate for the production of a host of other organic compounds. Previous works [29,30,36-39] showed that biphenyl undergoes two structural transitions at low temperatures. One occurs at 40 K and transforms from phase I of the commensurate monoclinic...
system to phase II of the incommensurate triclinic system. The other is phase III that happens at 21 K. The characteristic wave vector of phase II and III are \( q_x = \delta_2 a^* + \frac{1}{2}(1 - \delta_2)b^* \) and \( q_x = \frac{1}{2}(1 - \delta_2)b^* \), respectively. Such transitions have also been confirmed by Raman spectroscopy [28,29,40]. Several new peaks appear below 40 K in the frequency range, and a hard-mode induced by a precursor order appears in the Raman spectra at low temperature [40,41]. So far, even though many works have been performed by Raman spectroscopy, few analyses have focused on the impaction that resulted from the transitions on the intrinsic phonon modes located in the high frequency range. Thus, analysis of the properties of those modes are highly desirable to understand the intrinsic physics of biphenyl.

Here, we present the temperature dependent Raman spectra of the pristine biphenyl from 5 K to 300 K excited by a 660 nm laser in the frequency range from the lattice vibrations to the high frequency of the C–H vibrations. The properties of the peaks appearing below 40 K are analyzed in detail by comparing them with previously published data. Furthermore, the anomalies of several modes located at high frequencies are introduced to confirm the structural transition. In the end, a comparison of the physical properties among biphenyl, transition metal dichalcogenides, and cuprate superconductors is performed to understand the physics of the incommensurate structure transition in biphenyl.

2. Experimental Details

The biphenyl was purchased from Alfa Aesar. The sample was sealed in a quartz tube with a 1 mm diameter for Raman-scattering experiments in a glove box with the moisture and oxygen levels under 0.1 ppm. The wavelength of the exciting laser beam was 660 nm. The power was less than 2 mW before a \( \times 20 \) objective to avoid possibly damaging the sample. An integration time of 20 s was used to obtain the spectra. The scattered light was focused on the entrance slit of the monochromator which internally contains a 1800 g/mm grating and then recorded with a 1024 pixel Charge Coupled Device designed by Princeton.

3. Results

The 660 nm excited Raman spectra of biphenyl at 300 K, 200 K, 100 K, and 5 K are presented in Fig. 1, and classifications of the vibration modes are depicted over the spectrum at 300 K. All the spectra are placed on the same standard scale. Upon cooling, the spectra of biphenyl are increasingly complex compared to the data recorded at room temperature. Here, the dominating characteristics are summarized:

1. Several phonon modes exhibit obvious splits at low temperature, especially the librational motion modes, the peaks located at around 1600 cm\(^{-1}\), and the modes with higher frequencies. These splits are also accompanied by the decrease of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of those peaks. This indicates that the anharmonic effect decreases with decreasing temperature, i.e., the phonon scattering decreases at low temperature.

2. The peak located at around 1000 cm\(^{-1}\), which is associated with the ring breathing mode, has a little red-shift with decreasing temperature. Meanwhile, as the figure shows, the intensity of this peak has almost no change as temperature changes. Thus, this peak can be used to estimate the trend of the intensities of the other peaks.

3. Below 50 K, a broad weak peak is observed at around 500 cm\(^{-1}\), with the FWHM of above 100 cm\(^{-1}\). This peak should arise from the formation of the Phase II.

4. Several new internal modes appear at low temperature, such as the peaks located at 137, 188, 280, 824, and 959 cm\(^{-1}\). This peak should arise from the formation of the Phase II.

Details of the phonon modes associated with the librational motion parts are shown in Fig. 2. Biphenyl has a monoclinic system with four planar molecules in one unit cell at ambient conditions [24]. When temperature cools down below 40 K, it undergoes a

---

**Fig. 1.** Raman spectra of biphenyl at 300 K, 200 K, 100 K, and 5 K excited by a 660 nm laser, which have been displaced vertically for clarity. The spectra at 5 K and 100 K with the frequencies range of 120–988 cm\(^{-1}\) have been zoomed in for distinguishing the details of the evolution of the spectra with decreasing temperature. Meanwhile, the appeared peaks below 45 K have been pointed out by purple arrows. Classifications of the vibration modes over the spectrum of 300 K were taken from Ref. [42]. Here, op: out-plane, ip: in-plane.

**Fig. 2.** Raman spectra of the librational motions from 0 to 200 cm\(^{-1}\). The spectra have been displaced vertically for clarity, and several local regions are 5 times amplified. Inset is the crystal structure at room temperature.
The structural transition resulting from the opposite torsional angles of the molecules on the inversion sites [29,37,43]. The angle is confirmed to be about 10° by the neutron diffraction studies [44,45], as well as the low-temperature Raman scattering measurements [29]. Previous works [28,29] reportedly observed several phonon modes below 40 K by Raman scattering, and interpreted that these modes are associated with the incommensurate phase transition. However, in our Raman spectra excited by the 660 nm laser, only one broad peak appears with a frequency of around 27 cm⁻¹, even though the instrumental resolution is about 0.5 cm⁻¹ (see Fig. 2). This discrepancy should result from the weak Fermi resonant effect due to the low excitation energy. The phonon mode decreases its energy with increasing temperature, and absolutely disappears above 45 K. This temperature is a little higher than previous works [29]. However, this temperature agrees with the heat capacity measurement [30], which reveals that the thermal anomalies start from 47 K. Such a behavior indicates that this mode should be the hard-mode [29,40,41]. In addition, several peaks at around 50, 58, 80, and 100 cm⁻¹ also appear below 50 K, and they share the same behaviors with the hard mode. Thus, those modes also arise from the incommensurate phase transition at around 40 K. On the other hand, one can see from Fig. 2 that all the phonon modes become sharper with decreasing temperature, even some peaks exhibit splitting at low temperature. Meanwhile, they also increase their energies as temperature is decreased. This indicates that the anharmonic effect decreases with decreasing temperature. This also indicates that the diminishing anharmonic effect is favorable to the structural transition.

The temperature dependent frequency and FWHM of the mode around 1280 cm⁻¹ is depicted in Fig. 3(a). The ratio of the intensities of this mode and the mode around 1220 cm⁻¹ is always used as an indicator of the conjugation (chain length and planarity) [46-50]. For biphenyl, however, the 1220 cm⁻¹ disappears over the whole temperature range. The 1280 cm⁻¹ is associated with the localized orbitals, which are contributed mainly by the off-axis C atoms, and it is insensitive to the conjugation effects [49]. In our Raman scattering data, an interesting observation is the anomalous behaviors of the frequency and FWHM of this mode. As the figure shows, the frequency and the FWHM all exhibit decreases with the temperature decreases from room temperature to 45 K. However, below 45 K, they all increase during cooling. The decreasing FWHM indicates that the anharmonic effect of this mode decreases upon cooling, i.e., the strong thermal librations around the long molecular axis are gradually suppressed with decreasing temperature. Hence, the molecules form quinoid structures. The π-electrons also become more delocalized. This results in the energy of the localized orbitals, i.e., the phonon mode at around 1280 cm⁻¹, decreasing with decreasing temperature. The reversed increases of the frequency and the FWHM should result from the incommensurate modulation below 45 K which could create multiple environments in the crystal. The reappearance of the torsion angles will increase the anharmonic effect.
Thus, the frequency and the FWHM all increase below 45 K. Fig. 3 (b) displays the ratio of the intensities of the 1280 cm\(^{-1}\) mode and the mode around 1000 cm\(^{-1}\). The ratio increases with decreasing temperature, and then decreases below 45 K. This tendency corresponds with the temperature dependent tendency of the anharmonic effect.

The mode around 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) also attracts attention due to their interesting properties and is a good indicator of the chain length and planarity [46,50,51]. It always exhibits two strong peaks and one vanishing peak at room temperature. The two strong peaks are suggested to result from the “resonance split”. The peak with the lower energy (A) is a confirmed fundamental band, and the other one with higher energy (B) is related to the combination tone from lower energy (A) is a confirmed fundamental band, and the other one suggested to result from the “resonance split”. The peak with the temperature decreases to 45 K, and then start to increase with further cooling down. The C–H in-plane bend mode located at around 1035 cm\(^{-1}\) exhibits a different tendency. The frequency of this mode increases upon cooling [seen in Fig. 5 (b)]. Below 45 K, it stops increasing, and even starts to decrease slightly. While the FWHM of this mode has the opposite changes. We also calculate the intensity ratio of the 1235 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) modes. The result is illustrated in Fig. 5 (c) and shows that the ratio also has a reversal at around 45 K. The phonon modes at around 3050 cm\(^{-1}\) are associated with the C–H stretch. These modes also exhibit splits at low temperature and increase the intensities. We fitted a strong peak at around 3040 cm\(^{-1}\), and the results are illustrated in Fig. 5 (d). The frequency of this mode increases with decreasing the temperature. At 45 K, the energy of this mode has a drastic increase, and then becomes almost constant. The FWHM of this mode decreases over the whole temperature range, whereas the slope of the tendency decreases below 45 K. All the anomalous features exhibited in these vibration modes indicate that the incommensurate phase transition significantly impacts on the intramolecular vibrational modes.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, high-quality Raman spectra of the crystalline biphenyl in the temperature range from 5 K to 300 K have been performed by laser excitation with a 660 nm laser. A comprehensive analysis of the vibration modes has been completed to understand the internal properties of biphenyl. The peaks located in the librational motion range all exhibit blue-shift with decreasing the temperature. Below 45 K, several new internal modes with energies of about 27, 50, 58, 80, and 100 cm\(^{-1}\) appear. The frequency and
FWHM of the inter-ring C–C stretching mode at around 1280 cm\(^{-1}\) all decrease as temperature decreases, and then increase with further cooling. The intensity of this mode, however, has the opposite change. The energies of the two phonon modes at around 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) all increase first, and then decrease below 45 K. The ratio of the intensities of these two peaks has the same tendency. Other internal modes are also analyzed in detail. All these phonon modes exhibit anomalies on the frequency, FWHM, and intensity at around 45 K. These results indicate that the reemergence of the interring tilt angle of the molecule at low temperature significantly impacts on the properties of biphenyl. These findings in biphenyl at low temperature are of important significance to understand the physics in biphenyl. Our work paves the way for the further study on biphenyl.
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